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About This Game

You're the captain of a small fleet of 3-5 ships. Your mission is to pass through a small sector of the galaxy to hunt down the
enemy race. Along the way you will encounter other races along with their associated counterpart rebels. You will also

encounter space pirates and pirate outpost. You will explore anomalies, asteroid fields, comets, nebulas, suns and worm holes.
Worm holes become star lanes that let you travel greater distances instantly once you have explored them using research probes.

Most encounters will result in a small 15-20 second mini arcade game.

While traversing through star systems you will also come across damaged or distressed ships. Helping these ships will grant you
precious resources. You must also make orbit around planets and send down your planet lander to explore them. Find metal, gas
and fuel resources as well as animal life forms. Some will be dangerous while others not so much. You can also discover shuttle
craft crash sites, ancient ruins and military burial grounds. These too provide you will rare items. These can be traded to other

friendly races for race credits. You can then use these credits to purchase or upgrade your ships.

Combat is a unique blend of real time with the play stopping while the player or the AI makes tactical decisions. Which way
should I face my ship so it won't be flanked?Which weapons should I use and on which enemy ship? When should I use my

ships special ability? When should my Fighter Carrier's deploy the fighters? Which enemy ships should I fire at with my Battle
Cruisers dirty bombs? What ship should I repair using my Cargo Ship's repair drone? And finally what enemy ship should I

target using my Research Vessels Research Drone to allow for the most Research Units to be stolen?

Completing achievements is no longer just a passive thing that has no real impact on the game. Completing them in SFARA
earns you special Achievement Based Artifacts that you can use when you start your next game. These are artifacts that can't

normally be found while playing the game.
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First i thought it was Goemon.

turn out to be megaman.

well that find too.. This is one of the easier AGEOD games to get into, there's still so much nuance however. It's best to start in
the Italian Scenario and be able to consistently win on both sides before expanding your view outward to the grander campaigns.

This game is really worth picking up if you wish to learn of the history and military strategy of the day, though it is brought
down by the ancient engine it is used on. Fortunately, Slitherine has confirmed this is the last AGEOD game on this engine, as a
new one is in the works, which is what we should all be looking out for. Either way, this is a great game to add to your
selection.. Although COD4 is more than 10 years old and has been remade, it still holds up.

If you're only interested in the campaign and willing to pay double the price I suggest buying the remaster

However, if you're looking to play online I definitely wouldn't suggest buying MWR since it was already dead on PC before
Infinite Warfare (due to you only getting the game for purchasing the \u20ac100,- IW edition at first) on COD4 you can always
find multiple servers in the server browser but you'll need to downgrade your game (Almost automatic if you join a server).
Most servers have plugins or even EXP boosts so you won't have to grind for your precious Golden Deagle

The campaign kicks off the entire Modern Warfare series in spectacular fashion and is among the greatest COD campaigns in
history. I'd say the coolest thing about it is that you literally walk from multiplayer map to multiplayer map, although just like
every COD campaign it is quite short since I completed it in just 4 hours.. Wow. After being delighted by what I assume is the
1st in the series (The Spell Collector) I had high expectations for this one. Too high. WAY too high.

All the quirky charm and clever twist on the usual 'click on the shinies to start an arbitrary HO scene has been removed here,
replaced by exactly the same thing as everyone else is\/was doing.

The interesting and colourful graphics have gone, replaced by bland, dark, grimey unforgettableness. Animations and FX are
poor compared to the first.

The more-or-less interesting plot has gone. (The story is so dull, and the main character's dialog so painfully obvious that it
really is a chore to progress at times. ("The bridge is raised. I need to find a way to lower it." "I need to find a way to open this
box." "I'll need a key to get past this [obviously locked] door." Thanks, Sherlock. This is about as colourful or useful as the
commentary gets.)
The charm of having other characters you meet along the way has gone.

The clever expanding inventory system has gone. In fact it has been replaced by something even worse than other generic HO
games. Every time you attempt to use and item and fail, that item is put at the end of the list. So the inventory order is constantly
changing about. A minor irritation compared the the others; but still another pointless, thoughtless step backwards.

The puzzles are either easy and uninspired, or pretty hard and uninspired. But that's not 'pretty hard' as in fun and rewarding, but
rather a kind of 'difficultly through tedium.' Most of the puzzles I skipped I'm sure I could have sorted out, given the time and a
bit of thought or trial and error. But I just really couldn't be bothered.

I do hope the series picks up again, or I'm going to regret buying the complete bundle. But the point is, after the 1st game I'd
have bought the rest anyway based on the merits of that game. It's just very very disappointing that this installment seems to
have completely thrown out all that made The Spell Collector a more interesting and enjoyable game.

[Edit: By the end things got a bit better, and I actually enjoyed the bonus content more. Rating still stands, though.]. Game is not
able to be played, it gets stuck on the tutorial and cannot go any further. Others have the same issue and as yet, no response from
the dev's.

It is clearly not ready for sale but they are !!. Easy and fun game, I love mazes and find them relaxing so I would recommend
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this if you want to just relax and play something simple yet fun. Controls are decent although sometimes it's not accurate which
makes you try to get through an opening a few times before being successful, otherwise overall great experience and lots of
levels. Do NOT lower the resolution heavily on this game. I did and I literally am unable to play it because the back button isn't
visible. Unless you have a good PC don't buy.. For the Nancy Drew fanatics who have been loyal detectives for the last eighteen
years, this game will be great for you if you started with the orginial SCK and have continued onward. As many of you
remember, the original SCK seemed like a glitchy cartoon with a specific game killing glitch that if activated, kept you from
being able to continue the game. The good thing about this game is that the glitch doesn't seem to be there. The flow of this
game was very nice. There is a new character that was not involved in the original SCK, and a brand new ending so players don't
think it is just the same game only with much better graphics. The downside to this game, however, is that the storyline is
shorter than its predecessors. You will not get 20+ hours of gameplay out of this, since my steam account says I have only
played for 2.2 hours. THAT IS ON SENIOR DETECTIVE MODE btw! It is not like games such as Treasure in the Royal
Tower or Shadows At The Waters Edge (which are two fantastic ND games if you have not played them yet) where it is easy to
spend a few days trying to solve. I am glad the game was only $6.99 in this instance because if I had paid $20 for this game, it
would have been a rip off, solely because the storyline is so short.
Final Verdict: If you want to play the updated version of the original SCK, then I reccommend this game. If you are looking for
a game that will last more than two hours to solve, I reccommend the following Nancy Drew Games instead:
1. Treasure in a Royal Tower
2. Stay Tuned for Danger
3. Shadow At The Water's Edge
4. Ghost of Thorton Hall
5. Curse of Blackmoore Manor
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When zooming in, the camera pans to to the right then you have to fight with the camera to show anything else. Refunded this
game less than an hour after purchase.. I genuinely tried to play this game, but the overall gameplay doesnt seem worth to me.
The "puzzles" are basically a loot for certain objects, and unfortunately the house is literally filled with any kind of things you
can pick (and drop anywhere). Lack of voiced dialogues also doesnt make it as immersive as it could be. The puzzles themself at
times are quite odd, which might be fine but also make for some frustration.. HEY SANIC ENJOY YOUR FUTURE!! IT'S
GONNA BE GREAT!. OMG Danny and Arin are in this game also i love this game so far. This game is a love letter to anyone
who loves story rich games.I have to say i really enjoyed this game, cause nowdays story driven games are almost non-existent.If
you love story rich games and fade up from crappy micro-transaction tactics ,boring fetch quest titles,then this is the game for
you.I have no regret paying full price for this game ,as this game is absolutely amazing.
 My final thoughts of this game
 -Awesome single -player story
 - Amazing graphics and very immersive
 - The soundtracks of this game are amazing
In last i have to say if you are looking for a high action packed game , or a another horrendous battle royale then you are totally
out of luck.If you want the thrill of playing with fancy weapon skins look other places. This game reminds me why i love to play
games in the first place. Totally worth it.. excellent retro top-down viewpoint style arcade soccer game. Xbox controller works
well. Difficulty can be adjusted. Highly recommended. 10\/10.. I like this quite a bit. It's a falling block puzzler where you have
to make chains and detonations a la Tetris 2, but with some twists that keep it interesting, including items that do various things
to make your life easier and clear pieces from the board, and overlapping connections between pieces that leave potential for
extremely huge combos.

I think the biggest draw here is the "missions" mode, which is basically the regular game, but requires you to accomplish small
tasks throughout (destroy chains of 5 blocks of less, don't drop for x seconds, etc) that add a nice level of strategy to think about
while still juggling the basic puzzle formula.This mode is preferable to the traditional endless mode for me because the speed
doesn't just steadily creep upward and is dictated by how many missions you complete instead. Really gives you time to think
about your next move and ease you into the later chaos more naturally, in my opinion.

Presentation is nothing special, but the mechanics are sound. Overall, it's not revolutionary, but it's a really well put together
game that mixes♥♥♥♥♥♥up just enough to make it feel fresh.. I love shoot em ups but this one just can't grab my attention. It
isn't bad and on sale you might enjoy it but I'm definitely glad I passed this one up on the Dreamcast. The music is pretty bland,
the graphics look out of place like a cut and paste job, and the mechanics of R-Type and its various clones are as tired here as
they are elsewhere. If you are a hori euro-shmup fan you might dig this but I'm glad I opted for Sturmwind (which isn't exactly
fantastic either).. A nice story, with amazing arts! Can't wait for the next chapter
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